HOME GROUP
DISCUSSION GUIDE
READ Proverbs 29:25; 1:7; and 9:10
DISCUSS the passage together.
1/ Fear of man is when “people are big and God is small.” Where do you see that in your day
to day life? Be as specific as you can!
2/ Proverbs 1:7 and 9:10 tell us that “the fear of the Lord” is the beginning (i.e. most central
ingredient) of wisdom. Why do you think that is so?
3/ What do you first think of when you hear that phrase: fear-of-the-Lord?
4/ Proverbs 2:5 tells us that the fear of the Lord is a combination of awe and intimacy
(knowledge = personal intimacy in the Bible). Draw a 2x2 grid with Awe on the one axis and
intimacy on the other. Come up with descriptions of what you have when you are in the
quadrant with all awe and no intimacy, the quadrant with all intimacy and no awe. Compare
to the quadrant that has both. Which quadrant do you naturally gravitate to?
5/ Awe and intimacy (the fear of the Lord) produces confidence. Read 14:26 and talk about
how the fear of the Lord could provide true confidence and security. What do you tend to
“climb into” that is not the Lord? How does it fall short?
6/ The fear of the Lord also produces satisfaction. Read 14:27 (others are: 10:27; 15:16; 19:23;
22:4; 23:17; 28:14; and 31:30) and talks about how the Lord could provide the satisfaction (or
life) that you are searching for in other things.
7/ The fear of the Lord also produces obedience. Read 8:13; 14:2; and 16:6 to see this in
Proverbs. How does the combination of Awe and intimacy change the motivation of your
obedience?
8/ Discuss how the cross of Christ is the perfect display of Awe and Intimacy. How the cross
could be the very thing that cultivates the fear of the Lord in you?
PRAY together for the things you just shared, and also for anything else in your life.

